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GENRE OF THE MONTH
Realistic Fiction:
Realistic fiction books are stories that are
depicting our modern world. They have
problems that are faced in real life, they
also have characters with backgrounds that
people can relate to.

BOOK SPOTLIGHT

Stormlight Archive

The Stormlight Archive by Brandon Sanderson is a thrilling series
that takes place in Roshar, a world where storms rage and men
with light colored eyes rule. Six years ago the king Gavilar
discovered a new group of creatures with marble colored skin
called Parshendi. After some time, the humans and Parshendi
come to an agreement and make peace. On the night when they
made the treaty, the king Gavilar was assassinated. Soon after,
Elhokar, the son of Gavilar, led the ten Highprinces in a war
against the Parshendi that would last for six years. This book is
told through the perspective of many different people including
Shallan, a minor light-eyed woman whose family and lands are in
danger, Kaladin, a slave in the war camp of Highprince Torol
Sadeas and Dalinar, the brother of Gavilar and Highprince of
House Kholin, and a several more minor characters such as
Szeth, the Assassin in White, and Adolin the son of Dalinar and
heir to House Kholin. This series is full of magic, secrets, and
mystery and is one of my favorites because of the depth and
detail!
Review by Curtis Fowler

CONTEST

Character Contest
The contest this month is a character
contest. You will make a character and a
backstory. Whoever wins will get soda and a
full-sized candy bar! Click on the link above
to start making your character!
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